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a b s t r a c t
Most face processing studies in humans show stronger activation in the right compared to the left hemisphere.
Evidence is largely based on studies with static stimuli focusing on the fusiform face area (FFA). Hence, the pattern
of lateralization for dynamic faces is less clear. Furthermore, it is unclear whether this property is common to
human and non-human primates due to predisposing processing strategies in the right hemisphere or that alternatively left sided specialization for language in humans could be the driving force behind this phenomenon.
We aimed to address both issues by studying lateralization for dynamic facial expressions in monkeys and
humans. Therefore, we conducted an event-related fMRI experiment in three macaques and twenty right handed
humans. We presented human and monkey dynamic facial expressions (chewing and fear) as well as scrambled
versions to both species. We studied lateralization in independently deﬁned face-responsive and face-selective
regions by calculating a weighted lateralization index (LIwm) using a bootstrapping method. In order to examine
if lateralization in humans is related to language, we performed a separate fMRI experiment in ten human
volunteers including a ‘speech’ expression (one syllable non-word) and its scrambled version.
Both within face-responsive and selective regions, we found consistent lateralization for dynamic faces (chewing
and fear) versus scrambled versions in the right human posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), but not in
FFA nor in ventral temporal cortex. Conversely, in monkeys no consistent pattern of lateralization for dynamic
facial expressions was observed. Finally, LIwms based on the contrast between different types of dynamic facial
expressions (relative to scrambled versions) revealed left-sided lateralization in human pSTS for speech-related
expressions compared to chewing and emotional expressions.
To conclude, we found consistent laterality effects in human posterior STS but not in visual cortex of monkeys.
Based on our results, it is tempting to speculate that lateralization for dynamic face processing in humans
may be driven by left-hemispheric language specialization which may not have been present yet in the common
ancestor of human and macaque monkeys.
© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
It is generally assumed that faces are processed asymmetrically in
the human brain yet it remains unclear whether lateralization for
faces is dependent on stimulus type, regionally selective and human-
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speciﬁc. It needs to be noted that lateralization for faces is a debated
question in comparative neuroscience. Some argue that hemispheric
specialization for facial expressions emerged in parallel with lefthemispheric specialization in verbal communication and is indeed
a human property (Overman and Doty, 1982; Corballis et al., 2000),
whereas others propose that lateralization was already present earlier
in primate ancestors because of predisposing properties of the right
hemisphere (Hamilton and Vermeire, 1988; Vallortigara et al., 1999;
Zangenehpour and Chaudhuri, 2005). Split-ﬁeld (Ellis and Shepherd,
1975; Broman, 1978; Reynolds and Jeeves, 1978) and brain lesion
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studies (Sergent and Signoret, 1992; De Renzi et al., 1994; Wilkinson
et al., 2009; Busigny et al., 2010) have been the major source of evidence
for a privileged role of the right hemisphere in face processing in
humans, whereas similar studies in monkeys have yielded conﬂicting
results (Overman and Doty, 1982; Hamilton and Vermeire, 1988;
Vermeire and Hamilton, 1998). In chimpanzees results are not conclusive either with a left visual ﬁeld superiority in processing chimeric
faces of humans only and of human and chimpanzee faces (Morris
and Hopkins, 1993; Dahl et al., 2013) whereas no such lateralization
could be found in a match-to-sample task (Plotnik et al., 2003).
Most of the imaging studies that reported laterality effects for face
processing used static faces and focused on the FFA (Dien, 2009).
Laterality effects for dynamic faces have not yet been explicitly addressed, despite important differences in neural processing between
dynamic and static faces. For instance, STS responds much stronger
to dynamic than to static faces and even includes areas that respond
selectively to dynamic faces (Pitcher et al., 2011) (see also de Gelder
and Van den Stock (2010) for an overview of functional imaging studies
using dynamic facial expressions). Furthermore, although stronger
activations have been reported in right compared to left human STS,
rigorous statistical methods have not been used to investigate lateralization for dynamic faces (e.g. Foley et al. (2012)). Also, recent comparative studies suggested that the specialization of the STS for dynamic
facial expressions is stronger in humans than monkeys (Zhu et al.,
2013; Polosecki et al., 2013). If the human or hominoid brain developed
specialization for dynamic faces and lateralization occurs at the same
level, this may imply that lateralization for dynamic faces is also a
human-unique property.
The cognitive demands that are associated with behavioral testing
hamper comparisons of species that differ importantly in cognitive
abilities. Neuroimaging studies on the other hand provide a means of
studying lateralized effects directly without a speciﬁc task. So far, however, comparative brain imaging studies have not explicitly addressed
lateralization of dynamic face processing (Tsao et al., 2003; Pinsk et al.,
2009; Polosecki et al., 2013). If language development and specialization in verbal communication are the driving forces behind lateralization for dynamic face processing in humans, one would expect the
largest effects in homotopical areas relative to the classical language
areas, such as Wernicke's area. Also one would predict that facial gestures that map upon lexical representations, such as speech, would be
coded differently compared to non-verbal expressions.
In the present fMRI study we aimed to address three questions. Is
lateralization for dynamic faces present in the human brain, and if so
where? Is lateralization for dynamic faces a unique property of the
human brain? Does lateralization depend on the type of facial gesture,
linguistic or emotional? During event-related fMRI, we presented
dynamic facial expressions (both chewing and fearful faces), as well as
their spatiotemporally mosaic scrambled versions, to humans and
macaques. In a separate experiment, we also presented dynamic faces
producing speech to humans, in the absence of auditory stimuli. We
studied lateralization not only in regions that were responsive to dynamic faces but also in face-selective regions deﬁned by an independent
localizer experiment. Lateralization was determined by calculating
laterality indices (LIs) using a bootstrapping method within the LI
toolbox for SPM8 (Wilke and Schmithorst, 2006; Wilke and Lidzba,
2007). This method yields a robust mean LI-value, with a minimum
and a maximum LI between − 1 and 1 indicating right or left hemispheric specialization respectively, while limiting the inﬂuence by
statistical outliers.
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participated in Experiment 1 with dynamic human and monkey facial
expressions (chewing and fear). Ten human subjects (6 male, 23–36
years old; 8 of which also participated in the ﬁrst experiment) participated in Experiment 2 with only human dynamic faces but with speech
expressions added. A localizer scan to determine face-selective areas
was obtained from the latter 10 subjects and the 3 monkeys. For one
of the monkeys, the data from the localizer experiment was discarded
because of technical problems. The experiments were approved by the
ethical committee of the University of Leuven and all human participants gave written informed consent. All human subjects were righthanded as assessed through the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
(mean for 20 subjects of Experiment 1 was 0.92; mean for 10 subjects
of Experiment 2 was 0.97). All subjects had normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity.
Stimuli
Human and monkey dynamic faces
Movie clips acquired from six professional human male actors and
six male monkeys were used for each type of expression in the dynamic
face experiments. The chewing and fearful expressions used in Experiment 1 have been described elsewhere (Zhu et al., 2013). The speech
stimuli (Experiment 2) consisted of the neutral pronunciation of a
one-syllable non-word, but only the visual component of the speech
stimuli was used in the experiment. Construction of the stimuli was
exactly as described in Zhu et al. (2013): All stimuli were frontal view
color movie clips with external face contours removed and mean luminance equalized. Expressions were gaze-averted but with heads ﬁxed.
Mirror-reversed versions of each movie clip were also created to control
for eye-gaze direction, head orientation and movement asymmetries.
Spatiotemporally scrambled control stimuli were generated in which
the facial shape information and the dynamic expressions were removed while the low-level motion information from the original clips
was retained. Scrambled stimuli were created by applying a temporally
scrambled ﬂow ﬁeld of each movie clip to the mosaic-scrambled start
image of the original sequence. The mosaic scrambling was accomplished by dividing the image into a 32 × 32 grid and shufﬂing the
positions of the grid elements. The ﬂow ﬁeld of the original movie
clips was calculated using an optic ﬂow estimation algorithm developed
by Papenberg et al. (2006), then temporally scrambled by spatially
dividing the ﬂow ﬁeld into an 8 × 8 grid and shufﬂing the frames
differently for each grid across temporal blocks with ﬁve frames for
each block. Fig. 1A gives an illustration of each stimulus type.
Localizer experiment
Six object categories, each containing 20 static achromatic images,
were presented to both humans and monkeys during scanning. These
categories included human and monkey faces, headless human bodies
and two categories of inanimate manmade objects with different
mean aspect ratios (objects H and objects M) (see Popivanov et al.
(2012) for further description and illustration of all stimuli). Mosaicscrambles were created by spatially scrambling one category of
inanimate manmade objects (i.e. objects M). The scrambling was accomplished by dividing the image into a 38 × 38 grid and shufﬂing
the positions of the grid within a rectangular area bordering the original
object. The mean luminance was equated across stimuli. All stimuli
were embedded in a random-noise background having the same luminance as the images. The noise background ﬁlled the entire screen.
Experimental design

Methods
Subjects
Twenty healthy volunteers (12 female, 22–34 years old) and three
healthy male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; 5–7 kg, 4–5 years old)

Human and monkey dynamic faces
An event-related design was used in Experiments 1 and 2 (Fig. 1B).
Every movie clip was presented once for 2 s, followed by a 2.5 s to
3.5 s inter-stimulus interval displaying only the grid. Twelve nulltrials with only the grid presented for 4.5 s to 5.5 s were randomly
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Fig. 1. A. Upper panel: Illustration of chewing and fear stimuli for both species (Experiment 1) and speech expression stimuli (Experiment 2). Lower panel: Scrambled versions of stimuli
above. B. Illustration of event-related fMRI design for Experiments 1 and 2.

interspersed. Stimuli were presented in ten different orders in Experiment 1; in Experiment 2, stimulus presentation order was different
for each run and generated using a genetic algorithm for experimental
design (Wager and Nichols, 2003). The size of the stimuli was 7 × 7°
for both species in Experiment 1 and 5 × 5° in Experiment 2. A central
ﬁxation point (8′ in Experiment 1 and 6′ in Experiment 2) was continuously presented and a passive ﬁxation task was performed. Each run
lasted 550 s in Experiment 1 and 360 s in Experiment 2. To practice,
humans viewed a few movie clips prior to Experiment 1 and monkeys
were shown static objects unrelated to the experiment. No clips were
shown prior to Experiment 2.
After scanning in Experiment 2 we asked subjects to assess the
stimuli shown in order to explore if the different expression types
were perceived accordingly to the category to which they belonged
(see Supplementary materials for methods and results).
Localizer experiment
We used a block design, sequentially presenting blocks of 16 s showing 20 static images from one of six categories. Each image was presented for 800 ms during the block. Stimuli were presented exactly as
described in Popivanov et al. (2012) for both humans and monkeys, except that a large grid was placed over all stimuli (21.5 × 21.5° of visual
angle). Presentation of the six categories was preceded and followed
by a ﬁxation-only block displaying only the grid on the noise background for 16 s. This was repeated 4 times during each run. The presentation order of all categories was counterbalanced. Three sequences

with different presentation orders were used in the same alternating
order, both in humans and monkeys. Each run lasted 464 s. A central ﬁxation point (8′) was continuously presented and all subjects performed
a passive ﬁxation task.
In all experiments monkeys received liquid rewards for maintaining
ﬁxation within a virtual 2 × 2 degree window. Fixation performance for
every monkey was above 97% in the analyzed data. Similar eye-tracking
data was not available for humans.
fMRI acquisition
For Experiment 1, humans were scanned on a 3 Tesla Philips Intera
scanner using an 8-channel head coil. Experiment 2 and the localizer
experiment were performed on a 3 Tesla Philips Achieva scanner
using a 32-channel head coil. A standard EPI-sequence (TR 2 s, TE
30 ms, ﬂip angle 90°, 40 slices in Experiment 1, 38 slices in Experiment
2 and localizer scan, 2.75 × 2.75 × 3.5 mm3 voxel size) was used. During
each scanning session a high-resolution anatomical volume was acquired for each subject using an MPRAGE sequence (TR 9.6 ms, TE
4.6 ms, ﬂip angle 8°, 182 slices, 0.98 × 0.98 × 1.20 mm3 voxel size). In
Experiment 1, a total of six runs were obtained in all except four subjects
from whom 1 to 2 runs were omitted due to technical problems. In Experiment 2 and in the localizer experiment four runs were obtained in
all subjects.
Monkeys were scanned on a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio scanner using an
8-channel monkey coil (TR 2 s, TE 17 ms, ﬂip angle 75°, 40 slices,
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1.25 mm isotropic). Before each scanning session a contrast agent
(MION 8–11 mg/kg) was injected in the monkey's femoral/saphenous
vein. A total of 163, 112 and 102 runs from 5, 5 and 4 sessions were
collected and 144, 103 and 98 runs were analyzed for each monkey
respectively. Runs in which monkeys maintained ﬁxation for less than
85% of the duration of the run (within a 2 × 2 degree window) were
excluded from the analysis. For the localizer experiment a total of 48
and 59 runs from 2 sessions in two monkeys were analyzed. A high
resolution anatomical scan was acquired for each monkey during a separate session under anesthesia using a single radial transmit–receive
coil and a MPRAGE sequence (TR 2200 ms, TE 4,05 ms, ﬂip angle 13°,
208 slices, 0.4 mm isotropic). On the raw EPI images a SENSE image
reconstruction was performed to reduce the N/2 ghosting artifacts and
correction for higher-order distortions was performed using methods
described in Kolster et al. (2009).
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lateralization within symmetric regions-of-interest for different contrasts in both Experiments 1 and 2. The algorithm was applied on
statistical t-maps masked by each ROI (see deﬁnition of ROIs below).
The bootstrapping method broadens the data of each ROI by resampling the data under investigation (default: 100 times) and calculating
10,000 lateralization indices (LIs), using voxel values (VV) in Eq. (1),
at 20 different statistical thresholds ranging from 0 until the maximum
t-value for a speciﬁc contrast is reached within the respective ROI. Per
threshold a ‘trimmed mean’ is generated from the middle 50% of LIs
discarding the lower and upper 25% diminishing the inﬂuence of
outliers. By plotting these different trimmed means per threshold a
curve can be generated for each ROI showing the lateralization at different t-values.
In our analysis the following bootstrapping parameters were applied: sampling size 25% of input, and min/max sample size 5/10,000.
No optional steps or exclusive masks were chosen.

fMRI data analysis
All human data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping
(SPM8; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London) within
Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.). Preprocessing of EPI images included realignment, slice-timing correction (this step was not done for the localizer
data), coregistration to the subject's individual high-resolution anatomical image, normalization to the standard template in MNI-space and spatial smoothing using a FWHM of [8 8 8]. After normalization, functional
images had dimensions of 53 × 63 × 46 with 3 mm isotropic voxel
size. All stimulus conditions with onsets and duration were entered
into a general linear model (GLM); head movement parameters were
entered as regressor-of-no-interest for each run. Single subject statistics
were modeled by convolving each trial with the canonical hemodynamic
response function. For Experiment 1 each half of the runs for every
subject was analyzed separately after which two random-effect group
analyses were performed on parameter estimates of activity for each
contrast across participants using a one-sample t-test. A ﬁxed-effect
group analysis was used for Experiment 2 and the localizer experiment.
Motion correction of the monkey data was performed using FS-Fast
in Freesurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) after skull-stripping
of the EPI images. The resulting images were then normalized to the
112RM template (McLaren et al., 2009) based on a non-linear warp
ﬁeld calculated between the T1 image of each monkey and the template
using JIP-toolkit (http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/~jbm/jip/). The
spatial smoothing (FWHM 2 mm) and further analyses were then all
performed in SPM8. In Experiment 1 sessions containing 30 runs or
more were equally divided into two separate sessions. Each half of the
runs of the resulting 19 sessions was analyzed independently. For
GLM analysis each trial was modeled by convolving the MION response
function at each trial onset over trial duration. Trials during which monkeys did not ﬁxate were modeled as if ﬁxation occurred. In total this was
the case for less than 2.5% of trials for each monkey. Missed trials did not
occur signiﬁcantly more often in any particular condition (Friedman
Test, χ2(7) = 7.06, p = 0.42). Head motion, eye movements and reward
schedules were used as regressors-of-no-interest. For Experiment 1 two
random effect group analyses were performed on each half of the runs
of every session.
Data from the localizer experiment was processed in a similar way
except that we used a ﬁxed-effect group analysis. For comparison with
BOLD in humans, the sign of the MION signal changes was reversed.
Separating the data of Experiment 1 in two halves allowed us to use
one half to deﬁne face responsive regions (see deﬁnition below) independently from the other half that we used to perform laterality analysis on.
Laterality
Calculating lateralization
We used a bootstrapping method within the LI-toolbox for SPM8
(Wilke and Schmithorst, 2006; Wilke and Lidzba, 2007) to explore

LI ¼

VVleft−VVright
VVleft þ VVright

ð1Þ

Xn
LIWM ¼

Wi  Xi
i¼1
X
n
Wi
i¼1

ð2Þ

The trimmed means at each threshold can be used to calculate a
weighted mean (LIwm) on the basis of Eq. (2) (adapted from Wilke
and Schmithorst (2006)) in which X is a trimmed mean and W is the
threshold at which X was calculated. This yields a single value between
− 1 and 1 indicating respectively right- or left-sided dominance. We
calculated LIwm for several contrasts within different ROIs. In our calculation we only included trimmed means at thresholds where at least
10% of voxels of the ROI investigated survived in any hemisphere. This
was done in order to exclude extreme values at higher thresholds. At
such high thresholds LI would be based only on a small amount of
voxels that may not be representative for the entire ROI. We therefore
also only analyzed ROIs with a voxel count of at least 50 voxels such
that by applying this constraint the minimal absolute voxel count
in any hemisphere would always be at least 5, corresponding to the
minimum sample size.
An LIwm with a value between − 0.25 and + 0.25 was deﬁned as
‘not lateralized’. Values higher than +0.5 or lower than −0.5, were considered as strongly lateralized. LIwm values between +/− 0.25 and
+/− 0.5 were considered as weakly lateralized (Pujol et al., 1999;
Lehericy et al., 2000; Kosla et al., 2012).
Deﬁning ROIs
We ﬁrst aimed to study laterality in a network responsive to dynamic faces. Secondly we planned to examine if there were differences in
laterality between clusters within this network. Finally we looked at
laterality within face-selective regions overlapping with the network
we deﬁned to see if laterality might be dependent on the deﬁnition of
the regions.
Dynamic face responsive regions were deﬁned by contrasting
dynamic human and monkey faces versus their scrambled versions
within one half of the data derived from Experiment 1 (see above).
T-score maps were thresholded at an uncorrected level p b 0.00001. A
mask was created from the resulting signiﬁcance map. The original
and ﬂipped masks were then merged to generate an unbiased bihemispheric symmetrical mask used for the laterality analysis. Clusters
within this mask were also used as separate masks. To deﬁne faceselective masks, we used the face localizer data by contrasting human
and monkey faces versus objects and thresholded maps at voxel-level
p b 0.001 FWE corrected for multiple comparisons. A bi-hemispheric
mask was created in a similar manner and regions overlapping with
the face responsive mask were further used.
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After calculating laterality for face responsive contrasts we planned
to further investigate the effect of different expression types in those
regions exhibiting lateralization for faces.
Further for all human subjects we calculated individual LIwm values
for the ROIs and contrasts under investigation at group level in order to
search for statistical differences in lateralization for those different ROIs
and contrasts.

Results
Regions of interest
Face responsive regions
In both humans and monkeys, we found several clusters containing
voxels that were responsive to faces in either left and/or right occipital
and temporal cortexes. For humans these were the ventro-lateral
occipito-temporal cortex (vlOT) and the posterior superior temporal
cortex (pSTS). Because these two clusters encompassed more than
one of previously reported face responsive regions (Kanwisher and
Barton, 2011; Pitcher et al., 2011), we additionally made further
subdivisions by separating the pSTS cluster in two parts along the
y-axis by cleaving the cluster at the center between the most anterior
and posterior coordinates, resulting in an anterior (a-pSTS) and a posterior (p-pSTS) subdivision of pSTS. A similar differentiation was
made along the z-axis for the vlOT cluster, resulting in a lateral
occipito-temporal (lOT) and a ventral occipito-temporal cluster (vOT)
(Figs. 2A–C). Another cluster including amygdala (AMG) came short
to matching our required minimum of a voxel count of 50 (AMG: 47
voxels) but for completeness we chose to include it in the group analyses (Fig. S1).
Face-responsive clusters in monkey consisted of an occipital cluster
in V1, a large occipito-temporal cluster extending in the superior

temporal sulcus and a region located in the anterior part of the
inferotemporal cortex (aIT) (Fig. 2D). As hemispherical asymmetries
are more likely to arise at higher levels of visual processing where
retinotopic organization breaks down (Corballis, 2003), we differentiated early visual cortical regions from regions further down the ventral visual stream by masking the occipito-temporal cluster and the cluster in
V1 with bilaterally merged probabilistic retinotopic maps of areas V1,
V2, V3, V4 and V4A (Fig. 2E). These maps were obtained from three macaque monkeys (Janssens et al., 2014), two of which participated in Experiment 1. This allowed us to separate the occipito-temporal cluster
into a more anterior part including the middle part of the STS (thus referred to as mid-temporal cluster), and create a more posterior part containing activations in early visual area V1, V3, V4 and V4A (thus referred
to as V1–V4A cluster) (Fig. 2F).
Face selective regions
In humans, we found a cluster in ventral temporal cortex (FFA) and
one in superior posterior temporal cortex (pSTS) which in analogy to
the overlapping face responsive region we subdivided into an anterior
(a-pSTS) and a posterior part (p-pSTS) (Figs. 3A and B).
In monkeys we encountered two regions in temporal cortex: an
anterior temporal one (aIT) and a mid-temporal one (Fig. 3C).
Lateralization for dynamic face processing in humans
Face-responsive network (Fig. 4 upper panel)
We ﬁrst explored lateralization for dynamic face processing within
the entire bi-hemispheric volume of all face responsive voxels. Contrasting human and monkey faces versus their scrambled versions did not
reveal lateralization. We found a weak right hemispheric lateralization
when contrasting human faces versus scrambled versions but no lateralization for monkey faces versus scrambled versions.

Fig. 2. Bilaterally merged face responsive ROIs displayed on human (A–C) and monkey (D–F) right hemisphere on brains from Caret. A) Total face responsive network in human. B) vlOT
and pSTS clusters. C) Subdivisions of clusters from B. D) Total face responsive network in monkey. E) Regions from D on ﬂat map overlaid by boundaries of bilaterally merged visual areas.
F) Anterior temporal, midtemporal and V1V4A clusters. Each color deﬁnes a speciﬁc cluster as derived from the SPM analysis. (Same color-coded areas appearing as distinct clusters do so
due to interpolation after transformation on brains from Caret).
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Face-responsive clusters (Fig. 4)
The vlOT region showed no lateralization for any face responsive
contrast. Also in the two subdivisions of this cluster, we did not ﬁnd
any evidence for lateralization for dynamic faces.
In pSTS, on the other hand, we found strong right-sided lateralization when contrasting all faces versus scrambled versions and only
monkey faces versus scrambled versions. For human faces versus
scrambled versions we found weak right-sided lateralization. Along
the posterior to anterior axis within this cluster lateralization increased
from weak towards strong for all face responsive contrasts.
Finally, in amygdala no lateralization was found for the three face
responsive contrasts.
Face-selective areas (Fig. 5 upper panels)
FFA showed no lateralization for the face responsive contrasts. The
pSTS, however, showed a weak right-sided lateralization for these
same contrasts. Again here, the highest degree of lateralization was
found within the anterior subdivision of pSTS with strong right-sided
lateralization, except for human faces versus scrambled versions
where the LIwm value only just did not reach the criterion. Weak lateralization was found in p-pSTS for human faces and for monkey faces
contrasted with their scrambled versions.
Inter-individual variance for dynamic face processing
After exploring lateralization at group activation level for dynamic
face processing, we examined this further at the individual level using
exactly the same ROIs. Our special interest pertained to differences in
lateralization between ventral lateral occipito-temporal areas and
pSTS as well as differences between p-pSTS and a-pSTS. Fig. 6 illustrates
the variability of LIwms between subjects per contrast and per ROI.
Parametric tests were used to describe the variance as no violation of
normality assumption was revealed after testing for normality using
Shapiro–Wilk test (alpha set at 0.01). A one sample t-test (uncorrected)
on the individual LIwms for each ROI per contrast showed that only the
pSTS had values that signiﬁcantly differed from zero (t(19) = −3.369,
p = 0.003; t(19) = −3.529, p = 0.002; t(19) = −2.403, p = 0.027 for
the face responsive ROI and t(19) = − 2.957, p = 0.008; t(19) =
− 3.427, p = 0.003; t(19) = − 2.092, p = 0.05 for the face selective
ROI for the contrasts of all faces, human faces only and monkey faces
only versus scrambled versions respectively), with the strongest effect
in its anterior subdivision (t(19) = − 4.217, p b 0.0005; t(19) =
− 3.230, p = 0.004; t(19) = − 4.130, p = 0.001 for the face
responsive ROI and t(19) = − 3.628, p = 0.002; t(19) = − 3.399,
p = 0.003; t(19) = − 3.629, p = 0.002 for the face selective ROI for
the same contrasts).
We then examined if lateralization in pSTS differed signiﬁcantly
from other areas and whether this was contrast-dependent, using a
repeated measures ANOVA with contrast and region as within subject
factors. We found that mean LIwm differed signiﬁcantly between
regions (F(2.637, 50.096) = 5.288, p b .005, η2p = .0218; with Greenhouse–Geisser correction) but not between contrasts nor did we ﬁnd
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an interaction between region and contrast. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (uncorrected) between face responsive ROIs revealed a signiﬁcant
difference between vlOT and pSTS (p = 0.027) as well as between vlOT
and a-pSTS (p = 0.007); between vOT and a-pSTS (p = 0.019);
between lOT and pSTS (p = 0.002) and its posterior (p = 0.016) and anterior subclusters (p = 0.002). Further we found a signiﬁcant difference
between p-pSTS and a-pSTS (p = 0.044). Between face selective ROIs
there was a signiﬁcant difference between FFA and a-pSTS (p = 0.02)
(Fig. 6).
Effect of type of expression (Fig. 7)
Finally in a separate experiment in humans (Experiment 2), we
examined whether lateralization we found in face responsive pSTS
might be inﬂuenced by the type of facial expression perceived. As
expected, chewing and fearful faces compared to their scrambled
versions showed a strong lateralization to the right within pSTS and apSTS. In p-pSTS we found weak lateralization for fear and strong for
chewing. Speech stimuli, on the other hand, showed no lateralization
when contrasted to their scrambled versions in STS and in a-pSTS
while also a weak right-sided lateralization was found in p-pSTS.
When we contrasted speech directly with chewing or fearful faces
(controlled for scrambled versions), we found strong left-sided lateralization in pSTS, and in a-pSTS. On the other hand we found only weak
lateralization for speech versus chewing and none for speech versus
fear in p-pSTS. The emotion speciﬁc contrast of fear versus chewing
was also examined within these ROIs but as voxel count dropped
below the required minimum (10% of ROI) in both hemispheres beneath a t-value of 2.0, it is hard to draw any conclusions from resulting
LI values. We therefore chose not to report these results.
Exploring laterality for the same contrasts as above within the faceselective pSTS and its subregions yielded similar results (Fig. S2).
Inter-individual variance for different types of expressions
Analogous to Experiment 1 we examined lateralization at the
individual level in Experiment 2. Individual LIwm values for the
contrasts chewing, fear and speech versus their respective scrambled
versions and speech versus chewing and fear (controlled for scrambled versions) were calculated in pSTS as well as in its subclusters
for face responsive and face selective clusters (Figs. 8 and S3). We
searched for signiﬁcant differences in lateralization between contrasts
as well as differences between ROIs. As normality of samples could not
be assumed in 9 of 30 samples examined non-parametric tests were
used for further comparisons, Friedman Test (uncorrected). In total
there were 8 missing data points across 2 subjects due to voxel
count below the required minimum in any hemisphere at the start
of calculation.
For face responsive regions we found signiﬁcant differences in
lateralization between regions for the contrasts fear versus scrambled
versions (χ2(2) = 8.0, p = 0.018) and speech versus fear (χ2(2) =
9.6, p = 0.008). Post hoc testing revealed that there was a stronger
right-sided lateralization in a-pSTS than in p-pSTS for fear versus

Fig. 3. Bilaterally merged face selective ROIs displayed on human (A–B) and monkey (C) right hemisphere on ﬁducial brains from Caret. B) Subdivisions of pSTS. Areas are color-coded.
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Fig. 4. LI-curves in different face responsive regions for three different face responsive contrasts in humans. Dotted lines indicate LI min and LI max. LIwm added per ROI in corresponding
color. Y-axis: lateralization index; X-axis: thresholded t-value. L = Left-sided, R = right-sided. Scr = Scrambled versions.

scrambled versions (χ2(1) = 5.4, p = 0.02) as well as a stronger leftsided lateralization in pSTS than in its posterior subcluster for speech
versus fear (χ2(1) = 10.0, p = 0.002). We also observed a trend towards
a signiﬁcant difference between p-pSTS and a-pSTS for this contrast
(χ2(1) = 3.6, p = 0.058).
We found signiﬁcant differences in lateralization for all face responsive regions across the ﬁve contrasts we examined (pSTS: χ2(4) = 28.2,
p b 0.001; p-pSTS: χ2(4) = 16.8, p = 0.002; a-pSTS: χ2(4) = 22.5, p b
0.001). Pairwise comparisons in a post hoc test revealed no differences
in any region between chewing and fear versus their scrambled versions. Within pSTS we found signiﬁcantly less negative values for
speech versus scrambled versions than for chewing or fear (χ2(1) =
6.4, p = 0.011). Between speech and fear versus their scrambled versions there was also a signiﬁcant difference within a-pSTS (χ2(1) =
9.0, p = 0.003). Between chewing versus scrambled versions and
speech versus chewing we observed a signiﬁcant shift to the left within
pSTS but not within its subclusters separately (χ2(1) = 5.4, p = 0.02).
Between fear versus scrambled versions and speech versus fear we
also found a signiﬁcant shift in lateralization to the left within pSTS as
well as in p-pSTS and a-pSTS (χ2(1) = 9.0, p = 0.003; χ2(1) = 10.0,
p = 0.002 and χ2(1) = 6.4, p = 0.011 respectively). We did not ﬁnd
any signiﬁcant difference in any ROI between speech versus chewing
and speech versus fear.
A similar analysis for face selective pSTS and its clusters yielded
similar results (Fig. S3).

Lateralization in monkeys
Face-responsive network (Fig. 9, upper panel)
We did not ﬁnd lateralization within the entire face-responsive
network in monkeys for any of the face responsive contrasts.
Face-responsive clusters (Fig. 9, lower panel)
When studying lateralization within individual clusters, we found
weak right-sided lateralization in the aIT but only for the contrast
human faces versus scrambled versions, which was mainly driven by
voxels at higher thresholds (t-values N 4, see Fig. 9). For the other face
responsive contrasts we did not ﬁnd any lateralization. No lateralization
was found in the other clusters.
Face-selective areas (Fig. 5, lower panel)
As in humans, we also studied lateralization in face selective regions.
Except for a weak left-sided lateralization in aIT for human faces versus
scrambled versions we did not ﬁnd any lateralization for other contrasts
or within the midtemporal cluster.
Effect of type of expression
As we did for humans in Experiment 2 we further studied the effect
of different expression types for monkey within Experiment 1 (Fig. 10).
We investigated if the weak lateralization we found in aIT might be
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Fig. 5. LI-curves in face selective regions for three different face responsive contrasts in humans (upper) and monkeys (lower). Dotted lines indicate LI min and LI max. LIwm added per ROI
in corresponding color. Y-axis: lateralization index; X-axis: thresholded t-value. L = Left-sided, R = Right-sided. Scr = Scrambled versions.

dependent on expression type. We did not ﬁnd lateralization nor for
chewing faces nor for fearful faces versus scrambled versions in face responsive aIT. In face selective aIT we found weak left-sided lateralization
for chewing faces but not for fearful faces versus scrambled versions.
For the same reason as in humans lateralization for fear versus
chewing is not reported here (voxel count dropped below the required
minimum in both hemispheres at t-value b 2.5).
Discussion
We found consistent lateralization to the right for chewing and
emotional dynamic faces in human pSTS, most pronounced in its anterior section. This ﬁnding was independent of how exactly the regions
of interest were deﬁned. When we used the same stimuli in monkeys,
no consistent pattern of lateralization emerged. In humans an additional
visual speech stimulus did not reveal lateralization when compared to
scrambled controls while a shift towards the left was observed when
compared to other facial expressions within the same pSTS ROI.
In their seminal paper, Hamilton and Vermeire (1988) argued that
the right-hemispheric bias for face processing was independent of
handedness or language development as other studies in monkeys
also observed lateralization (Jason et al., 1984). Along this line of reasoning, different theoretical models have been proposed to account
for the right hemispheric bias for facial stimuli. These models argue
that the right hemisphere (RH) employs different object processing
strategies compared to the left hemisphere (LH), such as conﬁgural

versus analytic, parallel versus serial, speciﬁcity for low versus high
spatial frequency stimuli, speciﬁc-exemplar versus abstract-category
or spatial metrics versus associative co-occurrence (for review see
Dien (2009)). According to these models, the RH processing strategies
that are assumed to be ubiquitous in primates predispose to lateralized
processing of faces. The alternative view is that the right-hemispheric
bias for faces evolved as a cost associated with left hemispheric specialization in processes that support language functions (Corballis et al.,
2000). Classically, this model is referred to as the verbal versus visuospatial model because the original descriptions capitalized on the cooptation of cortical tissue in the LH previously dedicated to visuospatial processing by linguistic processes (Milner, 1971; Corballis
et al., 2000). Although both views predict laterality for faces in humans
(Fitch et al., 2010), the fundamental premise that differs between these
hypotheses is that according to the former theory a similar degree of
laterality is expected when the same non-linguistic face stimuli are
presented to monkeys or humans. Our data argue against this point of
view: in contrast to the RH lateralization in humans, no consistent
lateralization for dynamic faces was observed in monkeys. Moreover,
lateralization for non-linguistic facial stimuli in humans was mainly
conﬁned to the right pSTS area of the face recognition system. The
left-hemispheric mirror region of this area is considered as a crucial
component of the language network, more particularly it is involved
in mapping input from different modalities on lexical representations
(Calvert et al., 2000). The relative higher activity in the left pSTS for
facial speech expressions compared to other expressions, which we
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Fig. 6. LIwm for individual human subjects for three different face responsive contrasts in face responsive ROIs (left part of graphs) and face selective ROIs (right part of graphs). Each
symbol corresponds to an individual subject. Mean and standard error of mean are indicated. ROIs in which mean LIwm signiﬁcantly differed from 0 are marked. Braces show signiﬁcant
differences in mean LIwm between ROIs as described in text. *p b 0.05, **p b 0.01, ***p b 0.001. L = Left-sided, R = right-sided.

conﬁrmed in the present study, has been proposed to reﬂect this cognitive process (Calvert et al., 1997; Campbell et al., 2001; MacSweeney
et al., 2002; Hall et al., 2005; Bernstein et al., 2011). In addition to previous studies that used different control conditions (Calvert et al., 1997;
Campbell et al., 2001; Paulesu et al., 2003), we showed that there is little
lateralization for facial speech perception compared to scrambled versions in superior temporal cortex, in contrast to the clear lateralization
that we observed for other expressions. The absence of lateralization
for facial speech perception compared to scrambled versions could be
the result of concurrent activation of the right and left pSTS, where
the former region is thought of as a common processing site for dynamic
facial representations (Campbell et al., 2001) and the latter one is
thought to contain an area for prelexical visual cue integration
(Bernstein et al., 2011). In other words, speech related expressions
probably elicit activation in both left and right STS, associated with language and face processing respectively, resulting in bilateral activation
and no lateralization. This is corroborated by that fact that once the
face processing component is controlled for, i.e. the contrast between
speech and chewing or fear, lateralization to the left becomes evident.
Anyway, the comparison between monkey and human data together
with the expression-dependent effect in human STS suggests that language development might have played an essential role in lateralization
for dynamic face processing.
Surprisingly, lateralization for dynamic faces was present in
human STS, but not in face-responsive ventral occipito-temporal
cortex nor in face-selective area FFA. This ﬁnding is at odds with the
majority of static face studies reporting stronger activations in the
right compared to the left FFA (Dien, 2009). It should be noted,

however, that only a limited number of studies performed formal statistical testing on laterality, some showing a right-sided lateralization
(e.g. Haxby et al., 1999) while others did not (e.g. Ishai et al., 2002). It
is possible that the higher amount of visual information that needs to
be processed by fusiform cortex for dynamic versus static faces (LaBar
et al., 2003; Sato et al., 2004) is associated with bilaterally enhanced
neural activity and less lateralization. Human STS on the other hand
is a multimodal associative brain region which depends less on visual
input. According to the model proposed by Haxby and Gobbini, different aspects of visual information reach STS and fusiform cortex independently. Recent studies conﬁrm that the connectivity patterns of
both areas differ substantially without direct connections between
these areas. Whereas FFA seems to be part of an extrastriate ventral
pathway, STS is primarily connected with fronto-parietal cortex probably mediating higher order social cognitive processes (Gschwind
et al., 2012). The lack of connectivity between STS and FFA observed
in the study of Gschwind et al. (2012) is different from the strong
connectivity that has been reported between the face patches in
monkeys (Moeller et al., 2008). Moreover, recently, it has been proposed that specialization for dynamic facial expressions in human
STS is unmatched by monkey face areas (Zhu et al., 2013; Polosecki
et al., 2013). The human-speciﬁc laterality pattern that we observed
provides an additional argument in favor of the idea that human STS
developed properties that are not present in monkeys.
Although most face studies support right-hemispheric specialization, there are inconsistent reports with occasional LH biases depending
on task parameters (Dien, 2009). One of the parameters that may
contribute to variations in lateralization strength and direction is the
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Fig. 7. LI-curves in face responsive pSTS and its subdivisions for ﬁve different contrasts in Experiment 2. Dotted lines indicate LI min and LI max. LIwm added per ROI in corresponding color.
Y-axis: lateralization index; X-axis: thresholded t-value. L = Left-sided, R = right-sided. Scr = Scrambled versions.

chosen contrast, which varies between objects, scrambles, ﬁxation and
static controls for dynamic stimuli. It has been proposed that in studies
with static faces using objects as a control condition favors righthemispheric lateralization for faces by subtracting out more general
object recognition processes (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Dien, 2009).
More recently Meng et al. showed that activation patterns in the left
FFA correlate with face-semblance while in the right FFA this correlates
with categorical face/non-face judgments, which would favor a bilateral
activation pattern in this region in our design (Meng et al., 2012). However, contrasting moving faces with moving objects in the study of
Polosecki et al. (2013) reliably revealed left STS in humans. The contrast
between moving and static faces on the other hand corroborates our
ﬁndings (Pitcher et al., 2011). The primary reason to choose scrambled
versions as controls in our study was to control for differences in local
motion, which is inevitable when using moving objects or static faces.
Given the motion sensitivity of STS, we considered local motion as an
important potential confound. Our factorial design allowed us to rule
out – as much as possible – that differences in local motion would
account for the differences between expressions.
The suggestion that the processing of emotional cues such as facial
expressions may be more lateralized to the right has a long history,
mainly rooted in clinical observations of patients with brain lesions.

Evidence from functional imaging studies remains limited (Fusar-Poli
et al., 2009) with some exceptions that included rigorous testing
(Noesselt et al., 2005). Our study shows that the notion of disproportionate lateralized processing of emotional expressions compared to
other expressions does not apply to dynamic facial stimuli, at least not
in the areas that we examined. We also did not observe differences in
laterality effects between human faces and monkey faces, pleading
against species-speciﬁc lateralized processing strategies of non-verbal
expressions. This ﬁnding ﬁts in with the similar activation found for
faces across species in humans and the wide range of face-like stimuli
able to be detected by face patches in monkeys (Tong et al., 2000;
Tsao et al., 2003).
Although we found a right-sided lateralization within human
posterior superior temporal cortex, its anterior part showed stronger
lateralization than the posterior subdivision for non-verbal expressions.
The lateralization pattern in p-pSTS was also less affected by speech
as facial expression than in a-pSTS. Strikingly a similar disparity
concerning dynamic face selectivity in these regions has been demonstrated with the strongest selectivity in the anterior STS (Pitcher et al.,
2011). Thus there is a convergence between selectivity and lateralization for dynamic faces within pSTS with laterality decreasing when a
language-related stimulus was introduced.
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Fig. 8. Individual LIWM values within face responsive pSTS and its subcluster for ﬁve different contrasts in Experiment 2. Each symbol corresponds to an individual subject. Mean and standard error of mean are indicated. Signiﬁcant differences of LIwm values between different contrasts and different regions are indicated. *p b 0.05, **p b 0.01. Scr = Scrambled versions.

It should also be noticed that we found important inter-individual
differences in the magnitude of lateralization in pSTS and even lateralization to the left (positive LIwms) in 3 to 6 subjects depending on the
contrast examined. We acknowledge that lateralization for language
processing is more consistent across right-handed individuals (92.5 to
100%) (Springer et al., 1999; Knecht et al., 2000) compared to the lateralization for dynamic face processing in pSTS (70 to 85% depending on
contrast) in our study. Similar variability (78% right-hemispheric lateralization) has been described by Bukowski et al. for static faces in STS
(Bukowski et al., 2013).

A possible explanation is that non-speech dynamic facial expressions including movements of the mouth elicit semantic associations
in some individuals, associated with activation of components of a left
hemispheric semantic network including the left pSTS (Vandenbulcke
et al., 2007). Relating to this, preliminary results reported in Bernstein
et al. (2011) show that activation for non-speech dynamic facial stimuli
in a region crucial for visual speech processing in the left pSTS shows a
marginally negative correlation with lipreading performance (Bernstein
et al., 2011). Another explanation could be that language development
contributed critically but not exclusively to lateralization for dynamic

Fig. 9. LI-curves in the entire face responsive region and its clusters for three face responsive contrasts in monkeys. Dotted lines indicate LI min and LI max. LIwm added per ROI in
corresponding color. Y-axis: lateralization index; X-axis: thresholded t-value. L = Left-sided, R = right-sided. Scr = Scrambled versions.
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Fig. 10. LI-curves in face responsive and face selective aIT for different facial expression types in monkey. LIwm added per ROI in corresponding color. Y-axis: lateralization index; X-axis:
thresholded t-value. L = Left-sided, R = right-sided. Scr = Scrambled versions.

faces. Inter-individual differences in development (Dundas et al., 2013)
or object processing strategies may play a role as well.
There are some methodological issues that need to be discussed
with respect to lateralization in fMRI data. Traditionally a laterality
index (LI) or statistical lateralization maps (Liegeois et al., 2002) have
been used. Here we chose a bootstrapping method to calculate a
weighted lateralization index (Wilke and Schmithorst, 2006). This
robust method has the advantage to be threshold-independent, which
allows plotting of different LIs at different thresholds, and minimizes
the inﬂuence of statistical outliers (see also Matsuo et al. (2012) for a
comparison of different LI calculation methods). Another issue using
an LI is the choice of cut-off values deﬁning lateralization. Although
theoretical arguments can be made in favor of speciﬁc values, where
a value of +/− 0.3 could already be seen as a reasonable cut-off
value, this still remains arbitrary (Seghier, 2008). We adopted a rather
conservative approach by making a differentiation between weak lateralization and strong lateralization as used in previous studies (Pujol
et al., 1999; Lehericy et al., 2000; Kosla et al., 2012) with cut-offs of
0.25 and 0.50, respectively. Lower cut-off values that occur in the literature mainly pertain to presurgical studies assessing hemispheric dominance for language in refractory epilepsy patients (Springer et al., 1999;
Sabsevitz et al., 2003; Suarez et al., 2009). Furthermore we used voxel
values instead of voxel count in our calculations which allows a more
subtle calculation.
Although we conclude that there is no lateralization for dynamic
face processing in monkeys some results might suggest otherwise.
Within monkey anterior inferotemporal cortex, lateralization curves
show steep increases for certain contrasts. Such sharply bending curves
that only occur at high thresholds for face responsive aIT does not allow
drawing ﬁrm conclusions. In fact, such effects represent the core reason
to use LI curves ranging over increasing thresholds and not LIs at a
predeﬁned threshold. These potential artifacts are more likely to occur
when a small number of voxels in each hemisphere are used to calculate
the LI with a high voxel value in one hemisphere. This would also seem
to account for steep curves in face selective aIT where there is less activation for dynamic face responsive contrasts such that LI values are
driven by a more limited number of voxels as voxel count drops quickly
in both hemispheres. Logically, the risk for such effect is also proportional to the size of the ROI because the LI-calculating algorithm aborts
when less than 10% of voxels are present in any hemisphere rendering
larger ROIs more resistant. Moreover, the laterality effect in anterior
inferotemporal cortex was not present for all examined contrasts
nor was the direction of this effect congruent, discarding a consistent
pattern of lateralization.
A limitation of the current study is the number of monkey subjects
that were included (n = 3) compared to human subjects (n = 20).

Another limitation is that we studied speech stimuli in human subjects
but not in monkeys. Accordingly, our comparative claims do not extend
beyond non-verbal facial expressions. At the start of the study, we
decided to present the same expressions from human and monkey
faces to both species, and a monkey equivalent for speech expressions
is less trivial to obtain than chewing and fearful expressions. It has
been shown that the monkey STS is sensitive to rhythmic facial gestures
within frequency range of audiovisual speech (Ghazanfar et al., 2010)
and is involved, together with auditory cortex, in face and voice integration (Chandrasekaran and Ghazanfar, 2009). Although no laterality
effects have been reported using dynamic rhythmic facial gestures in
monkeys, it would be interesting to investigate this further.
To conclude, we found evidence for lateralization for dynamic
face processing in humans but not in monkeys. Lateralization was
present in superior temporal sulcus but not in ventral occipitotemporal cortex, pleading for a regional neural reorganization during
human or hominoid evolution. Finally the laterality pattern was
expression-dependent and differed between verbal and non-verbal
expressions. Taken together, we speculate that the development of the
left-hemispheric language network contributed critically to the functional brain asymmetry that we observed in humans for dynamic face
processing.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2014.11.020.
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